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®
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A spray-applied, instant-setting waterproofing system

Building Confidence
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The Henry Prodeq System
®

TM

A comprehensive waterproofing system for plaza decks, roofs, split slabs and terraces,
the Henry Prodeq System is fully warranted for up to 25 years under the Henry Gold Seal
Warranty program.* Its installation speeds up the construction program, and requires
no protection board or root barrier. The instant-setting, seamless membrane allows
for complex building design and requires no welds, laps, termination bars or surface
flashings. The Prodeq System provides superior waterproofing protection with a variety of
overburden solutions, allowing for both design and budget flexibilty. The system can be
directly trafficked by construction vehicles. The Henry Prodeq System is VOC compliant
and has no odor.

Prodeq uses:
• Green Roofs
• Split Slabs
• Plaza Decks
• Planters
• Interior Waterproofing
• Terraces

*Warranty may qualify for overburden removal

Green Roof, Brooklyn, NY

Green Roof, Falls Church, VA

Green Roof and Plaza, Philadelphia, PA

Rooftop, Brooklyn, NY

Henry Prodeq System installation with a typical Henry Vegetated Roof Assembly

Henry DB Drainage Composite
Insulation (optional)
Henry GP Wearcoat
Henry Prodeq FX400
Henry ST Primer
Substrate

Henry Total Quality Service

This unique installation service is our
commitment to maintaining the highest possible
standards in liquid applied waterproofing.

The Henry Prodeq System is an integral
part of the advanced waterproofing
systems offered by Henry Company
and is commonly used for complex
and challenging projects. To support
TOTAL QUALITY SERVICE
installation in these projects, Henry
provides its fee-based Total Quality
Service to authorized installers in order to maintain high quality standards
from concept to project completion.
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As part of the Henry Total Quality Service, we will carry out all necessary
inspections, including observing site conditions, surface preparation and
profile, and signing off before work can commence. Additionally, Henry
offers access to multiple spray rig configurations to meet all jobsite
requirements, whether it be a roof terrace or large plaza deck.
For contractors who have their own spray rigs, we offer the same level
of service including installation support at the time of application.

Installation of Prodeq FX400 membrane

Split Slab, Manhattan, NY

With a proven track record in North America since 2000, the
Henry Prodeq System provides superior waterproofing protection
for plaza decks, green roofs, split slabs and terraces. Contact a
Henry Representative today to see how a Prodeq System can
help you build with confidence on your next project.
Rooftop Terraces, Manhattan, NY

Green Roof, Manhattan, NY

Building Envelope Systems®
Roofing
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Air Barrier
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Waterproofing

Ask us today about other Henry® solutions that help
manage the flow of water, air, vapor and energy.
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